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a b s t r a c t

Quasiparticle physics underlies our understanding of the microscopic dynamical behaviors of materials
that govern a vast array of properties, including structural stability, excited states and interactions,
dynamical structure factors, and electron and phonon conductivities. Thus, understanding band struc-
tures and quasiparticle interactions is foundational to the study of condensed matter. Here we advance a
‘twist’ dynamical description of quasiparticles (including phonons and Bloch electrons) in non-
symmorphic chiral and achiral materials. Such materials often have structural complexity, strong ther-
mal resistance, and efficient thermoelectric performance for waste heat capture and clean refrigeration
technologies. The twist dynamics presented here provides a novel perspective of quasiparticle behaviors
in such complex materials, in particular highlighting how non-symmorphic symmetries determine band
crossings and anti-crossings, topological behaviors, quasiparticle interactions that govern transport, and
observables in scattering experiments. We provide specific context via neutron scattering measurements
and first-principles calculations of phonons and electrons in chiral tellurium dioxide. Building twist
symmetries into the quasiparticle dynamics of non-symmorphic materials offers intuition into quasi-
particle behaviors, materials properties, and guides improved experimental designs to probe them. More
specifically, insights into the phonon and electron quasiparticle physics presented here will enable
materials design strategies to control interactions and transport for enhanced thermoelectric and ther-
mal management applications.
© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Structural twisting underlies a variety of profoundly important
concepts in biological and condensed matter systems, from genetic
information in double helix DNA [1,2] to superconductivity in
twisted bilayer graphene [3,4]. Microscopic quasiparticle excita-
tions that determine materials behaviors (e.g., phonons, Bloch
electrons) are fundamentally governed by structural twist in chiral
and achiral systems [5,6], with a large subset of these having non-
symmorphic symmetry elements, i.e., having screw axes or glide
ermann), lindsaylr@ornl.gov
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planes [7,8]. Here, we examine crystals with quantized rotational
symmetries e layers related by 2p/n rotations with n an integer.
This is not to be confused with the burgeoning physics of bilayer
Moir�e materials that take on continuous twist angles between two
monolayers [3,4]. We show that non-symmorphic twist symme-
tries dictate quasiparticle behaviors including quantum phase
interference conditions (i.e., conservation of pseudoangular mo-
mentum) [9e14], symmetry-enforced crossings and anti-crossings
[6,15e19], and topological classifications [19e29] that can have
profound effects on global material properties, such as spectral
observables and electronic and thermal transport. Furthermore,
many non-symmorphic materials have complex unit cells, which
are often favorable for thermoelectric applications that require
large vibrational thermal resistance as structural complexity leads
to strong scattering of heat-carrying phonons. Chiral and achiral
non-symmorphic materials of interest for such applications
include: elemental Te [30], Zintl-phase chiral clathrates [31],
Ba6Sn6Se13 [32], In5Se5Br [33], and BiCuSeO [34]. This work
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demonstrates that in such materials non-symmorphic twist sym-
metries underly phonon band anti-crossings and topological be-
haviors in chiral variants, both associated with low thermal
conductivity and good thermoelectric performance [35e38]. Twist
symmetries also govern quantum phase interference conditions
that determine electron and phonon interactions, and thus ther-
moelectric properties.

2. Methods

Here we introduce a dynamics that exploits the twist symme-
tries of non-symmorphic materials to draw out novel in-
terpretations of quasiparticle behaviors directly from dynamical
phases. Accordingly, we identify a twist axis in a non-symmorphic
material and break the primitive unit cell into smaller subunits
related by internal symmetries (see Fig.1a). Each subunit belongs to
a layer of atoms (h) with translational periodicity perpendicular to
the twist axis. We relabel the atoms in each layer by lattice vector

R
!¼ ðRh; qhÞwhere Rh is the location of the hth layer along the twist
axis with rotational orientation qh about the axis (Rh and qh are not
independent).

2.1. Theory

Phonons in this twist basis are described by the dynamical
matrix [10,11,32,39]:

Dl ¼Dkk0
ab ðq; lÞ ¼

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mkmk0

p
X

gh0p0
F0k;h0p0k0
ag Sgbðqh0 ÞeiqRh0 eilqh0 (1)

where k labels atoms in the smaller subunits, mk is the mass of the

kth atom, Greek subscripts are Cartesian directions, F0k;h0p0k0

ab
are
Fig. 1. (a) Structure of a-TeO2 demonstrating the chiral symmetry along the c-axis. Each Te
along a and b axes. Each layer is related by a c/4 translation and p/2 rotation. (b) upper panel
pairs at the BZ boundary. (b) lower panel: Low frequency phonon dispersion over multiple
momentum l. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader

2

harmonic force constants between atom k in the origin unit cell and
atom k0 in the h0 layer in the p0 unit cell (labeling cells perpendicular
to the twist axis), and SabðqhÞ is a rotation operator. Interactions
perpendicular to the twist axis are included in the dynamics,
though phases perpendicular to this axis are not relevant. In this
formalism, the phonon wavevector has two components: a
continuous translational wavevector q along the twist axis and a
quantized pseudoangular momentum l corresponding to rotational
phase around this axis. The range of l is determined by the number
of unique twist operations along the axis. For each q and l, Eq. (1) is
diagonalized to determine the phonon dispersion. Eq. (1) does not
apply to points off the twist axis since the eigenmotions of the
separate subunits are then not simply related by the twist phase
symmetry. For spinless electrons, twist band dynamics can be
similarly defined and is described in the Supplemental Materials
(SM) for a tight-binding representation [40] built from density
functional theory (DFT) calculations [41,42]. In this way, an electron
twist Hamiltonian gives electronic band energies with similar
pseudoangular momentum dependence. In the presence of spin-
orbit coupling, the spin degree of freedom must be added to the
pseudoangular momentum, while phonons remain unchanged (see
Figs. S3(b) and S4 in the SM).

This formalism yields band structures identical to conventional
dynamics, though interpreted in light of the twist phases carried by
the quasiparticles. It can be generally applied to quasiparticle bands
in non-symmorphic chiral and achiral materials determined from
DFT calculations or model Hamiltonians. We note that a large va-
riety of space groups support chiral and achiral materials with
twists and screws, e.g., P21, P31, P41, and P61 with two-, three-, four-,
and six-fold rotations. Twist dynamics builds insights into quasi-
particle behaviors governed by combinations of rotational phase
factors eilqh , including quasiparticle interactions, symmetry-
enforced crossings and topologies in band structures, and
O2 unit (O atoms from other cells are also shown) represents a layer of atoms periodic
: Opposite chiral vibrations of a subset of TeO2 atoms at a crossing of complex conjugate
BZs of a-TeO2 along the chiral c-axis with bands color-coded by their pseudoangular
is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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dynamical spectral functions determined in scattering
experiments.
2.2. Application to tellurium dioxide

These features will be discussed in the context of DFT-derived
phonon (Fig. 2a) and electron (Fig. 2b) bands and inelastic
neutron scattering (INS) measurements for an archetypal chiral
materiale alpha phase tellurium dioxide (a-TeO2) with space group
P41212 [43,44] ewhich has a record negative linear compressibility
[45,46], non-linear optical properties [47e49], multiple twist axes,
and, as we demonstrate here, anomalous vibrational spectral fea-
tures. In particular, we examine the chiral 41 c-axis (0, 0, z) (see
Fig. 1a). We interchange the terms ‘twist’ and ‘chiral’ in structurally
chiral materials, but strictly use ‘twist’ for materials with inversion
symmetry, e.g., wurtzite GaN and rutile SnO2. The primitive unit cell
of a-TeO2, with a and c tetragonal lattice parameters, is comprised
of four formula units belonging to layers related by the screw
operation: p/2 rotation with c/4 translation (coupled with frac-
tional translations along a and b axes depending on the rotation
axis) giving quantum number range l ¼ {0,1,2,3} in Eq. (1). In this
twist formalism, a single three-atom subunit (e.g., at nh ¼ 0 in
Fig. 1a) is the new crystal basis with Rh ¼ nhc/4 and qh ¼ nhp/2,
where nh is an integer label of the layer along the chiral axis.
Alternatively, the chiral axis can be defined along a or b with a p
rotation, a/2 translation, and Rh ¼ nha/2, qh ¼ nhp, and l ¼ {0,1} (see
SM). We also demonstrate phonon twist dynamics for g-TeO2 in the
SM.

For a-TeO2 along the chiral c-axis, Eq. (1) gives nine phonon
bands for each l ¼ {0,1,2,3}, which, combined, give 36 total bands
identical to the conventional dynamics, but highlighting that each
band carries a pseudoangular momentum with Brillouin zone (BZ)
periodicity commensurate with the conventional BZ (jqj � p= c),
though four times larger due to the smaller real space description
(see Fig. 1b lower panel). Bands of different flavors are shifted by
-2pl/c ([0,0,-l] in reciprocal lattice units) with respect to the l ¼ 0
bands. In the SM, we demonstrate the effect of long-range polar
corrections on the phonon bands of TeO2 (Fig. S3(a)). The long-
range polar corrections shift phonon bands in frequency, but do
not change the physics described below. For electrons, the twelve
conduction bands of a-TeO2 can be classified into four groups of
three bands associated with l ¼ {0,1,2,3}.
Fig. 2. DFT-derived band structures for a-TeO2 along the chiral c-axis for (a) phonons and (
two middle panels focus on symmetry-enforced crossings. The two middle panels and botto
band crossings. The cartoon sphere demonstrates the Wilson loop method described in the
referred to the Web version of this article.)
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2.3. Experiment

Inelastic neutron scattering was collected using the ARCS and
HYSPEC beamlines at the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) on a
1" � 1/2" � 1/2" single crystal of a-TeO2 (United Crystals). On
HYSPEC, data were collected in the H0L and HK0 planes using
incident energies of 15 and 7.5 meV; the crystal was rotated 190� in
1� increments to obtain representative sections. Data at ARCS was
collected in the H0L plane using an incident energy of 60 meV. The
crystal was rotated 190� in 0.25� increments to obtain the complete
scattering pattern. All data were collected at 300 K. Data were
analyzed using HORACE to produce slices along specific Q
orientations.
3. Results

3.1. Crossings and anti-crossings

Twist dynamics highlights how quasiparticle phases dictate
band behaviors such as symmetry-enforced crossings and anti-
crossings. First, mixing modes from branches of like twist phase
leads to anti-crossing [50,51] (see Fig. S1(a) of the SM), while bands
of unlike twist phase ignore each other, i.e., cross (see Fig. 2). Thus,
along high symmetry lines in twisted materials, only quasiparticle
bands of unlike pseudoangular momenta cross, as demonstrated in
Fig. 2a and b. Band anti-crossings, particularly hybridization of low
frequency optic bands with heat-carrying acoustic bands, have
been linked to enhanced phonon resistance and low thermal con-
ductivity in materials of interest for thermoelectric applications
[35,36]. We note that the conventional dynamics gives the same
band behaviors, though without the intuitive interpretation pro-
vided by the twist dynamics.

At high symmetry points (e.g., G-point and zone boundaries) the
crossing of bands of different pseudoangular momenta is enforced
by their phase relations. For phonons along the chiral c-axis in a-
TeO2, Eq. (1) gives four dynamical matrices differing in phase by
einhpl=2. At q ¼ 0 the phase factors in the twist dynamical matrices
for l ¼ {0,1,2,3} are {1, einhp=2, einhp, einhp3=2}, respectively. Since the
phase factors multiply the same real terms in each Hermitian ma-
trix and einhp3=2 ¼ e�inhp=2 (note that e±i2nhp ¼ 1), this gives Dl¼1 ¼
D
*
l¼3, complex conjugate pairs with identical eigenvalues (i.e.,

bands cross) and complex conjugate eigenvectors. Thus, at the G
point, the l ¼ 1 and l ¼ 3 modes are degenerate time-reversal
b) electrons. Band colors correspond to the labeled pseudoangular momenta l. The top
m panel show Berry phase winding and Chern classification (C) for different topological
text. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
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partners with opposite slopes (see below). The dynamical matrices
describing l ¼ 0 and l ¼ 2 modes are their own complex conjugates.
The situation switches when considering the next BZ center at
q ¼ 2p/c for which the dynamical matrices for l ¼ 0 and l ¼ 2 have
identical eigenvalues.

At the BZ boundary q ¼ p/c, the phase factors for l ¼ {0,1,2,3} are
{einhp=4, ei3nhp=4, ei5nhp=4, ei7nhp=4} ensuring two pairs of identical
eigenvalues for l ¼ {0,3} and for l¼ {1,2}, respectively, because they
are complex conjugates. This can be seen in the phonon and elec-
tron band structures in Fig. 2. Furthermore, complex conjugate
phonon pairs at the BZ boundary are vibrational enantiomers with
opposite chirality (see Fig. 1b). On the entire plane perpendicular to
the chiral c-axis at q ¼ p/c the double screw operation acts like an
inversion (q / -q), which when coupled with time-reversal en-
forces double degeneracy of the quasiparticle bands [52,53].

Building on the work of Herring [15,16], similar symmetry-
enforced degeneracies in electronic energy bands in non-
symmorphic space groups were introduced by Michel and Zak [6]
in the context of Wyckoff positions and irreducible space group
representations. Phase factors in the band representation give
complex conjugate pairs of phases for degenerate bands at high
symmetry points, analogous to the complex conjugate pairs in our
twist dynamical description and underlying symmetry enforced
crossings at these points. As pointed out in Ref. [6], these de-
generacies lead to ‘band connectivity’ on the energy axis ebands
are continuously connected. Our work further highlights that in the
extended zone scheme there is a related ‘connectivity’ on the
momentum axis for bands with a particular pseudoangular mo-
mentum (see Fig. S1 of the SM). That is, tracing a band with a
particular pseudoangular momentum across multiple zones gives
the same connectivity behavior without the abrupt ‘folding’ at the
zone boundaries e a consequence of the phase-shifted relationship
of the different energy bands. Furthermore, the Wyckoff positions
entering the band representation were shown to carry information
about the topological nature of crossings via Berry phase [54]. The
present twist dynamics illustrates the topological behavior in terms
of pseudoangular momentum (see below).

Twist phases in the chiral dynamics also constrain the slopes of
the bands at these symmetry-protected crossings. For phonons, the
velocities are real (i.e., v ¼ v*) though they can be defined in terms
of derivatives of the dynamical matrices with respect to wave-
vector, which are complex (see SM). At theG point, the velocities for
l ¼ {0,2} modes are their own complex conjugates and are con-
strained to be zero (e.g., v0 ¼ v*0 ¼ � v0 ¼ 0). On the other hand,
S1DðQ ;EÞ¼ 1
8N

X

q;j;l

j
X

hk

bkffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mk

p e�iQrhkðQεq;j;l;ke
inhpl=2eiqnhc=4Þj2 1

uq;j;l
dðE�uq;j;lÞdðQ�qÞ (2)
l ¼ 1 modes are complex conjugates of l ¼ 3 modes (time reversal
partners); thus, these come in pairs with opposite velocities (v1 ¼
v*3 ¼ � v3). Since all bands at the BZ boundary have a complex
conjugate pair (l ¼ {0,3} and l ¼ {1,2}), every quasiparticle band has
a complex conjugate of opposite slope (see Fig. 2). These symmetry-
enforced band behaviors are relevant for topological classifications,
e.g., linear and quadratic Weyl nodes (see below).

3.2. Coupling conditions

Another important utility of the twist dynamics is to give in-
sights into quasiparticle couplings in non-symmorphic twisted
4

crystals. Phase interference conditions in interaction matrix ele-
ments among quasiparticles lead to pseudoangular momentum
conservation along the twist directions. For instance, in lowest
order quantum perturbation theory thematrix elements describing
the anharmonic interaction of three phonons involve displacement
operators that carry phase factors coupling phonon wavevectors to

the lattice periodicity: eið q!1, R
!

1Þeið q!2, R
!

2Þeið q!3, R
!

3Þ. Enforcing
translational invariance leads to the interference condition

eið q!1þ q!2þ q!3Þ, R
!

¼ 1, which, in the twist dynamical scheme, re-
quires that translational and pseudoangular momenta are

conserved within a reciprocal lattice vector G
! ¼ ðG; lGÞ:

q1 þ q2 þ q3 ¼ G and l1 þ l2 þ l3 ¼ lG, where G (continuous) and lG
(integer) are not independent. In a-TeO2 along the chiral c-axis, the
reciprocal lattice vector can be defined with the conventional
periodicity (G ¼ 2pm/c; lG ¼ -m {mod 4}) or with the twist peri-
odicity (G¼ 8pm/c; lG¼ 0) wherem is an integer. Phase interference
conditions and pseudoangular momentum conservation occur for
all orders of phonon-phonon interactions and similar conditions
can be derived for interactions among different quasiparticles (e.g.,
electron-phonon interactions) of non-symmorphic chiral and
achiral crystals. However, the phase interference conditions only
apply to the twist axes with their symmetry, not to the entire BZ
over which integrations determine transport behaviors. Nonethe-
less, further insights may yet be developed regarding more general
phase interference conditions in non-symmorphic materials.
3.3. Spectral probes

Evidence of chiral phonon behaviors have been observed in
infrared absorption [12], inelastic x-ray [55], and metamaterial
acoustic [56] measurements, though not understood in terms of the
twist dynamics presented here. Like the couplings among quasi-
particles, spectral probes that map dynamical structure factors

SðQ!; EÞ [57,58] also obey phase selection rules. Q
!

and E are mo-
mentum and energy transfer, respectively. Such probes have been
invaluable in advancing understanding of fundamental quasipar-
ticle behaviors that underly important functionalities, such as the
‘waterfall’ effect of zone center optical phonons in PbTe underlying
its thermoelectric performance [59]. Here, we use twist dynamics
as an effective interpretive tool to understand peculiarities of

SðQ!; EÞ for phonons in single-crystalline a-TeO2 from INS
measurements.
For phonons in a-TeO2 along the chiral c-axis, SðQ!; EÞ can be
recast in the twist dynamical formalism as (see SM):

where for simplicity we are working in the extended zone scheme
(no reciprocal lattice vectors) and have omitted temperature-
dependent Debye-Waller and Bose factors [57,58]. See the SI for
derivation of S1DðQ ; EÞ in extended and periodic zone schemes. The
‘1D’ subscript highlights that this dynamical structure factor is
projected along a one-dimensional twist axis. In Eq. (2), N is the

number of unit cells, bk is the average nuclear scattering length of
the kth atom, and uq;j;l and εq;j;l;k are the frequency and chiral axis
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component of the twist eigenvector of the kth atom for phonon
mode q; j; l, where j labels the polarization. rhk ¼ nhc=4þ Dk is the
position of atom k in layer h on the chiral axis within the primitive
unit cell where the first term locates the layer (see Fig. 1a) and Dk
locates the atom with respect to this layer. With application of the
momentum conserving delta function and rearranging of the
exponential terms in Eq. (2), the overall phase of S1DðQ ; EÞ becomes
P
hk

e�iQDk einhpl=2 (see SM for details). Summing over layers in the

primitive unit cell (nh ¼ {0,1,2,3}) gives the phase
P
k
e�iQDk ð1 þ

eipl=2 þ eipl þ ei3pl=2Þ. These phase factors determine how the
neutrons probe bands with different pseudoangular momenta. For
l¼ 0, 1þ eip0=2 þ eip0 þ ei3p0=2 ¼ 4 and S1DðQ ; EÞ is finite depending
on the eigenvectors along the chiral axis. For ls0 the combination
of phase factors gives zero, e.g., l ¼ 1 gives 1þ eip=2 þ eip þ ei3p=2 ¼
1þ i� 1� i ¼ 0 (see SM for details). In chiral magnetic materials
(not discussed here), S1DðQ ; EÞ will behave differently to spin-
polarized neutrons via similar rotational phase interference
conditions.

Fig. 3a shows INS SðQ!; EÞ measurements of low frequency
acoustic and optic phonons along the chiral c-axis [0, 0, L] of a-TeO2.

Fig. 3b, c, and d give simulated SðQ!; EÞ from DFT calculations. Based
on the measurement geometry, longitudinal acoustic (LA) modes
should be visible, while transverse acoustic (TA) modes should not.
However, the slope of the measured ‘LA’ band changes depending
on the BZ sampled, even changing within the same BZ along pos-
itive and negative directions. More striking is the lack of spectral
weight for acoustic phonons in zone [0, 0, 2] (lower white arrow in
Fig. 3a). As demonstrated in Fig. 1b (lower panel) the l¼ 0 bands do
not have the periodicity of the standard BZ, but rather carry the
twist periodicitye the low frequency l¼ 0 branch switches from an
LA band (-p/c < q < p/c) to one of two TA bands (p/c < q < 3p/c) to
optic (3p/c < q < 5p/c) [0, 0, 2], then to TA again but with reversed
polarity, as seen by the INS probe. We note that spectral weight is
seen for ls0 modes, albeit weak, both in the measurements and
calculations that use finite integration width perpendicular to c* in
momentum space, i.e., sample modes off the chiral axis. Another
signature of the twist dynamics sampled by the measured data is
Fig. 3. Dynamical structure factor S (Q
!
, E) for a-TeO2 phonons along the chiral c-axis [0, 0, L]

(0, h, 0), (b) DFT simulation with integration and intensity scaled to show weak phonons orig
data in (a), and (d) DFT simulation without integration. Details of the simulations are given in
to the right use a 15 meV incident energy. The green line designates a BZ boundary, whil
boundary and missing complex conjugate pair. The lower white arrow highlights the lack
symmetry. All intensities are scaled to best visualize the features of interest. (For interpreta
version of this article.)

5

lack of spectral weight for the complex conjugate pair of a zone
boundary acoustic phonon band highlighted by the upper white
arrow in Fig. 3a. INS data for a-TeO2 along the chiral a-axis and
other interesting cuts are presented in the SM. Observed variations

in SðQ!; EÞ among Brillouin zones in twisted non-symmorphic ma-
terials are naturally understood through the lens of the phase dy-
namics presented here.

3.4. Topological crossings

Quasiparticle twist dynamics also provides useful insights into
the characterization of topological properties of chiral materials.
Topological insulators are often good thermoelectrics (e.g., Bi2Te3
[37]) and topological Weyl phonons have been linked to low ther-
mal conductivity and enhanced thermoelectric behavior in TaSb
[38]. Since chiral materials lack inversion symmetry, they are nat-
ural candidates for hosting topological quasiparticle physics (e.g.,
band inversion, protected surface states, Weyl physics) as has been
recently explored for electronic bands [20,21,60] and phonon bands
[24,61e63]. We find signatures of topological electron and phonon
band crossings in a-TeO2 inferred by analysis of calculations of
geometric phase accumulation and resulting Berry phase using the

Wilson loop method [62e65]: 4Berry ¼ �Im½ln
YN�1

m¼0
Cjmjjmþ1D�

where jm is the electronic wavefunction or phonon eigenvector
calculated at point m on a loop in the BZ. More specifically, we
define a sphere in reciprocal space around each band crossing and
define circular loops on its surface with N discretized points (see
cartoon in Fig. 2). We plot the Berry phase of each loop ranging
from one pole of the sphere to the other and examine the phase
winding.

Phase windings and resulting band Chern numbers [62e65] are
shown in Fig. 2 for different electron and phonon band crossings in
a-TeO2 along the chiral c-axis. Empirically, we find that symmetry-
enforced crossings of l ¼ {1,3} bands at the G point have ±4p
winding, implying these bands carry Chern number C ¼ ±2. As
discussed above, these quasiparticle bands have opposite linear
slopes; however, approaching the G point along the x or y di-
rections, these bands have symmetry-imposed quadratic disper-
sion with zero slope at the crossing point, a characteristic of
longitudinal cut. (a) Measured INS data integrated at �0.12 < z, h < 0.12 in (z, 0, 0) and
inating from [0, 0, 2], (c) DFT simulation with same integration and range as measured
the SM. Data left of the yellow lines in (a) and (c) use a 7.5 meV incident energy, while

e the upper white arrow highlights the non-zero slope of the acoustic branch at this
of intensity of acoustic phonons originating from [0, 0, 2] that are forbidden by twist
tion of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web
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quadratic Weyl nodes [8]. Symmetry-enforced crossings of l¼ {0,3}
and l ¼ {1,2} at the BZ boundary are topologically trivial, C ¼ 0. As
discussed above, symmetry-enforced crossings underlie energy
band ‘connectivity’ [6], which “can be moved but not removed
because they are a consequence of symmetry and topology” [66].
Between G and the BZ boundary, crossings involving bands l¼ {1,3}
and l¼ {0,2} also have ±2 Chern numberwith quadratic dispersions
perpendicular to the chiral axis. Crossings corresponding to
l ¼ {0,3}, l ¼ {2,3}, and l ¼ {1,2} at arbitrary points along the c-axis
carry Chern number C±1 and have linear dispersions perpendicular
to this axis e linear Weyl nodes [62]. Along the chiral a-axis all
branch crossings at arbitrary wavevector give C ¼ ±1, while at the
p/a zone boundary the enforced crossings are again topologically
trivial.

4. Summary

To summarize, the twist quasiparticle dynamics developed here
sheds light on the roles of twist symmetries and phase interference
conditions underlying a variety of behaviors in chiral and achiral
non-symmorphic materials. This can be applied to electrons, pho-
nons, and other quasiparticles, from DFT to model Hamiltonian
descriptions, to build insights into interactions, symmetry-
protected and topological band crossings, and dynamical struc-
ture factors probed in scattering experiments. We specifically
demonstrated these behaviors for electrons and phonons in chiral
a-TeO2, particularly highlighting twist dynamics related to inelastic
neutron scattering measurements of its phonon dispersion. Appli-
cation of this twist dynamics to quasiparticles in the large variety of
twisted non-symmorphic materials will build novel insights into
their behaviors and functionalities and guide the conception of new
experimental techniques to study them. More particularly,
enhanced understanding of quantum phase interference conditions
will derive insights into quasiparticle interactions that govern
electronic and thermal transport behaviors in complex unit cell
materials of particular interest for thermoelectric and thermal
management applications.
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